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Highlights

Investigating particle size effects on NMR spectra of ions diffusing
in porous carbons through a mesoscopic model

Anagha Sasikumar, Céline Merlet (CIRIMAT, Université Toulouse 3 Paul
Sabatier, Toulouse INP, CNRS, Université de Toulouse)

• A model to predict NMR spectra of ions diffusing in particles of various
sizes is developed.

• The model allows one to consider a range of exchange rates instead of
a single one.

• The particle size can affect both the linewidth and peak positions in
the NMR spectra.

• The distribution of magnetic environments in the particle affects the
linewidth.

• The model is able to predict NMR spectra in qualitative agreement
with experiments.
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Abstract

Characterizing ion adsorption and diffusion in porous carbons is essential to
understand the performance of such materials in a range of key technolo-
gies such as energy storage and capacitive deionisation. Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is a powerful technique to get insights in
these systems thanks to its ability to distinguish between bulk and adsorbed
species and to its sensitivity to dynamic phenomena. Nevertheless, a clear in-
terpretation of the experimental results is sometimes rendered difficult by the
various factors affecting NMR spectra. A mesoscopic model to predict NMR
spectra of ions diffusing in carbon particles is adapted to include dynamic
exchange between the intra-particle space and the bulk electrolyte surround-
ing the particle. A systematic study of the particle size effect on the NMR
spectra for different distributions of magnetic environments in the porous
carbons is conducted. The model demonstrates the importance of consider-
ing a range of magnetic environments, instead of a single chemical shift value
corresponding to adsorbed species, and of including a range of exchange rates
(between in and out of the particle), instead of a single timescale, to predict
realistic NMR spectra. Depending on the pore size distribution of the car-
bon particle and the ratio between bulk and adsorbed species, both the NMR
linewidth and peak positions can be largely influenced by the particle size.

Keywords: Chemical exchange, mesoscopic model, porous carbons,
diffusion, adsorption

1. Introduction

Ion transport in porous carbon materials is crucial for several key tech-
nologies including energy storage [1, 2], capacitive deionisation [3, 4], and het-
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erogeneous catalysis [5, 6]. A fundamental understanding of the adsorption
and dynamic behaviour of various fluids under confinement is thus pivotal in
estimating the performance of porous carbons in specific applications.

A number of experimental techniques can be used to probe ion adsorption
and transport of electrolytes at the interface with porous materials such as in
situ X-ray scattering [7, 8, 9], quasi-elastic neutron scattering [10] and elec-
trochemical quartz crystal microbalance [11, 12, 13]. Amongst these exper-
imental methods, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy stands
out as a very useful and non-invasive technique to study the dynamics of con-
fined species due to its nucleus sensitivity. The applicability of NMR to study
ion adsorption and transport comes from the fact that a molecule in the bulk
or confined in pores of various sizes will experience different magnetic envi-
ronments. The NMR spectra of electrolyte species will usually show at least
two peaks corresponding to “in-pore” and “ex-pore” (bulk) species [14, 15].

The existence of a range of magnetic environments in the porous carbons
generally results in various linewidths for the in-pore peak depending on the
similarity between environments, often related to the pore size distribution,
and the motion dynamics between these different environments [16, 17]. As
a consequence, the variation of the linewidth with electrolyte nature and
temperature can be used as a qualitative probe of the adsorbed species dy-
namics. This was for example demonstrated in the experiments conducted by
Forse et al. [18] in which the authors observed an increase in the linewidth
with a decrease in temperature, associated with the decreased mobility of
the ions. However, predicting the linewidths is difficult as a broad range of
local magnetic environments and diffusion coefficients is expected owing to
the heterogeneity of the pore space [19]. The diversity of pore sizes as well as
their spatial connectivity [17] can also affect the transport properties, adding
to the complexity of the system.

When confined species undergo a relatively fast motion compared to the
range of frequencies explored (in the various magnetic environments), the
motional averaging leads to a well-defined average chemical shift [20]. In such
cases, it is possible to use the position of the in-pore peak to gain knowledge
about the structure and porosity of the porous carbon material [21]. Indeed,
determinations of Nucleus Independent Chemical Shifts (NICS) from Density
Functional Theory (DFT) calculations have shown that larger chemical shifts
are expected for smaller pores and for larger graphitic domains [15, 22, 23].

More specific NMR experiments, such as pulsed-field gradient (PFG) and
two-dimensional exchange experiments (EXSY) can be performed to evalu-
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ate diffusion coefficients and exchange rates in a quantitative fashion [24, 25].
Earlier PGF-NMR studies have indicated a reduced mobility of species con-
fined in various porous carbons proportional to a reduction in the average
pore size [26, 27, 28, 29]. The diffusion process is also known to be affected
by the tortuosity of the porous material [30] and the variation in ion concen-
tration, for example when applying an electric potential to the carbon [29].

2D EXSY experiments are very useful to provide additional information
on the exchange of species between distinct environments. An in-pore/ex-
pore exchange in samples saturated with organic electrolytes and commer-
cially available YP-50F carbon was observed at a millisecond timescale in
independent EXSY experiments conducted by Griffin et al. [31] and Fu-
lik et al. [32]. It was proposed that the in-pore/ex-pore exchange process
consisted of a “slow” component attributed to the exchange between species
present in the “deep” interior region of the carbon and the bulk, and a “fast”
component attributed to the exchange between the species present at the
“surface” region of the carbon, close to the bulk, and the bulk [32]. A later
study [33] indicated inter-pore exchange at a mixing time of 5 ms and an
in-pore/ex-pore exchange at a mixing time of 50 ms for aqueous LiCl elec-
trolyte in mesoporous carbons underlining the difference in exchange rates
for processes occurring at different levels.

Multiple dynamical processes characterised by different timescales imply
an influence of the particle size on the NMR spectra. Studies conducted on
particles with sizes of a few micrometers indicated a chemical shift averag-
ing and a consequent change in the linewidth [14] which was not observed
in experiments that used large particles [22]. However, the effect of parti-
cle size on the NMR spectrum has rarely been systematically investigated.
Cervini et al. [34] conducted experiments on particles with two different sizes
which revealed the presence of an exchange peak associated with the ex-pore
environment. In addition, smaller rate constants were estimated for the slow
and fast in-pore/ex-pore exchange processes for large particles compared to
the small particles which were reflected in the broader peak for the smaller
particle size. The observations were associated with the shorter diffusion
paths from the interior to the exterior part for the smaller particles leading
to faster exchange.

Clearly, the ion mobility in porous carbons is complex, involving di-
verse processes that can affect the NMR spectra. Common analytical mod-
els [35, 36] describing exchanges between two sites with well-defined chemical
shifts are not sufficient to explain the shape and peak positions of experimen-
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tal NMR spectra. A mesoscopic model has been proposed earlier in our group
to predict NMR spectra of species diffusing in porous carbons [17]. The model
incorporates microscopic information from molecular dynamics simulations
and DFT calculations to evaluate the NMR signal. It was shown previously
that the model could predict satisfactorily the average chemical shifts of
several electrolyte species in contact with mesoporous and nanoporous car-
bons [17, 37]. An advantage of this method is that various factors affecting
the spectra can be considered simultaneously or independently. However, the
model was previously not adapted to include in-pore/ex-pore exchange, being
limited to a description of the in-pore environments. In the present study,
we improve the model by including a bulk region and apply it to perform a
systematic assessment of the effect of particle size on the NMR spectra.

2. Methods

2.1. Description of the mesoscopic model

We adapt and use a lattice-based model to explore the particle size effects
on the NMR spectra of ions diffusing through, and in and out of porous
carbons. The carbon particle model, described in earlier works [17, 38, 37,
39], uses a coarse-grained approach in which the carbon particle is represented
as a collection of slit pores accessible to the electrolyte (or more generally
fluid) species. The properties of the pore corresponding to each lattice site
(i.e., the width of the pore and the surface area of the lateral walls) need
to be specified. The quantities of ions in the different pores is determined
using adsorption energies extracted from molecular dynamics simulations.
The resonant frequencies of the considered specie at a given lattice site, i.e.
in a given pore of well defined size, is determined using NICS data from DFT
calculations.

The diffusion of electrolyte species across lattice sites is governed by an
acceptance rule by which a move from site i to site j is accepted with a
probability:

P (i→ j) =

{
exp

(
−(Ej−Ei)

kBT

)
if Ej > Ei

1 if Ej ≤ Ei

(1)

where Ei is the energy assigned to site i (corresponding to a quantity of
ions), kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature of the system.
To describe the possible existence of bottlenecks between pores or slower
diffusion in some circumstances, an additional energy barrier, which will be
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designated as an activation energy Ea in the remainder of this article, can
be added in the model. In this case, the probability of a move from i to j to
happen is reduced by αij = exp(−Ea/kBT ), leading to a similar decrease in
diffusion.

Such a model only considers the exchange of ions between pores inside
the particle (in-pore exchange) but not the exchange of ions between the
surrounding bulk electrolyte and the pores of the carbon (ex-pore / in-pore
exchange). In the new set-up, the lattice sites are assigned as “bulk” or
“particle” depending on their position in the particle-liquid system. All sites
within the specified particle region, defined as a spherical particle (size given
in lattice units), are considered as belonging to the carbon particle. All
other sites are regarded as bulk electrolyte. Due to the design of the model,
there is still a volume, corresponding to a parallelepiped with a given surface
and width, associated with each site in the bulk region. It is worth noting
that both the lattice and the particle sizes have to be chosen large enough
that i) the system has a sufficient amount of bulk region to capture the in-
pore / ex-pore exchange and ii) the pore size distribution of the carbon is
represented satisfactorily.

The assignment of the parameters corresponding to each site is performed
in two ways represented in Figure 1.

• 2-site model: In this model, all the pores (and parallelepiped for the
bulk sites) in the lattice are identical with a given pore surface and
pore width. As a consequence, all the quantities of adsorbed ions (in
relation with the site energies) are equal. For bulk sites, the chemical
shift is set to 0 ppm. For particle sites, the chemical shift is set to a
non-zero constant.

• Realistic model: In this model, the pore widths for the particle sites
are set following a realistic pore size distribution corresponding to the
carbon material under consideration. For bulk sites, the pore width
corresponding to the largest pores in the pore size distribution is con-
sidered. The site surfaces are set following a log-normal function with
a mean of -0.1 and a standard deviation of 0.25 as described in earlier
works [17, 38, 37]. For bulk sites, the chemical shifts are set to 0 ppm.
For particle sites, chemical shifts are assigned according to the pore
widths.

In both models, simulations can be performed for two types of configura-
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Figure 1: Schemes illustrating (a) the lattice representation of the carbon particle (in red)
and the electrolyte (in green) for a 20×20×20 lattice size, (b) the implementation of the
2-site model with homogeneous values for the chemical shifts in sites corresponding to the
bulk electrolyte (green) and the carbon particle (red) and, (c) the implementation of a
realistic carbon particle model with a single value for the chemical shifts in sites corre-
sponding to the bulk electrolyte (green) and various chemical shifts in sites corresponding
to the carbon particle (various shades of red).

tions represented in Figure 2.

• Same-lattice: In this configuration, the size of the lattice is fixed while
the particle size is varied. In this case, the carbon/electrolyte system
is represented using a lattice of size 20×20×20. Particle sizes ranging
from 6 to 16 lattice units are investigated.

• Same-ratio: In this configuration, both the lattice and particle sizes
are varied. Here, the ratio between the number of sites representing
the carbon particle and total number of sites is set to approximately
0.5. For example, for a particle size of 6, a lattice of size 12×12×12 is
considered while for a particle size 16, a lattice of 32×32×32 is used.

For all simulations, 50,000 steps are performed with a timestep of 5 µs.
As in previous works [17, 38, 37], these parameters are sufficient to observe
a complete decay of the NMR signal. The spectra are generated and the
chemical shifts and linewidths are assessed.

2.2. Parametrisation of the mesoscopic 2-site model

In this study, we focus on calculating the 19F NMR spectra of BF−
4 anions

in an electrolyte composed of the 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluorob-
orate salt dissolved in acetonitrile (1.5 M [BMI][BF4] in ACN) in contact with
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Figure 2: Schemes illustrating the lattice models corresponding to the same-lattice config-
uration (top) and same-ratio configuration (bottom) for different particle sizes. The green
area represents the bulk electrolyte, the red area represents the particle and the gradient
from red to green represents the in-pore / ex-pore exchange region.

a model carbon particle. For the 2-site model, the particle is loosely inspired
from the one of a porous carbon generated in silico by Deringer et al. [40],
namely GAP930 which has a structure relatively close to carbide derived
carbons synthesised experimentally.

The pore (or bulk sites) widths are set to 35 nm, the largest pore size
identified in the pore size distribution of GAP930 carbon obtained with Pore-
blazer [41]. The pore surfaces are set to 0.981 nm2, the surface area of the
circumcoronene molecule, following previous works [17, 20]. According to
these pore parameters, a constant free energy of 33.75 kJ mol−1 is set for
all sites. Details for the definition of energies and quantities of ions can be
read in previous works [17, 38, 37, 39]. It is worth noting that in this case,
all energies being equal, the actual value chosen will not affect the results
as it is energy differences and not absolute values which influence the site
populations and dynamics.
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A value of -7.2 ppm is chosen for the resonant frequencies at particle
sites. This is the average chemical shift obtained for in-pore anions in a
[BMI][BF4]/ACN - GAP930 system, evaluated by performing a classical full-
particle simulation [17, 38, 37, 39] where all sites have distinct frequencies.

2.3. Description of the analytical model and comparison with the 2-site meso-
scopic model

A simple analytical model exists for the prediction of NMR spectra for
an exchange of species between two chemically dissimilar environments with
frequencies ω1 and ω2. When the exchange is in the fast regime, that is when
the difference in resonant frequencies, ∆ω = |ω1 − ω2|, is lower than the
exchange rate between the sites, kexc, the NMR signal is given by [35]:

M(t) = exp[(−iΩ + ρ+ p1p2 ∆ω2/kexc)t] (2)

where Ω is the average resonance frequency, ρ is the average relaxation decay
constant, and p1 and p2 are the fractions of species in the two sites.

In order to compare the spectra obtained with the 2-site mesoscopic model
proposed here and the results from the analytical model, it is necessary to
estimate exchange rates between in-pore (particle) and ex-pore (bulk) re-
gions. An exchange between the in-pore and bulk environment occurs when
the anion moves from a particle site to a bulk site or vice versa. The over-
all exchange rate can be evaluated by determining the fraction of all moves
resulting in a change in environment (chemical shift) at a given timestep:

kexc =
nexc

ntot

× 1

τ
(3)

where nexc is the number of moves resulting in an in-pore / ex-pore exchange
at each timestep, ntot is the total number of moves at each timestep and τ
is the characteristic timestep of the lattice. In the mesoscopic model, there
are no additional decay processes such that, for comparison purposes, the
relaxation decay constant is taken to be 0 s−1.

2.4. Parametrisation of the mesoscopic realistic model

For a more realistic representation of the [BMI][BF4]/ACN - GAP930 sys-
tem, pore parameters for all sites representing the particle are set to be dis-
tinct. The pore size distribution of GAP930 determined using Poreblazer [41]
(see Figure 7) is used to determine the widths of the pores representing the
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particle. The widths for the sites representing the bulk are set to 35 nm.
The pore surfaces follow a log-normal distribution as described previously.
The site energies (and corresponding quantities of ions) and chemical shifts
are determined according to the pore widths and surfaces as in previous
works [17, 38, 37]. The distribution of chemical shifts obtained for a particle
of size 10 and a 20×20×20 lattice is given in Figure 7.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Investigation of particle size effects using a 2-site representation

As a first way to understand the effect of particle size on the NMR spectra
of species diffusing in and out of carbon particles, we focus on a 2-site model
where the chemical shifts of the in-pore species are set to -7.2 ppm while
the bulk species have a chemical shift equal to 0 ppm. The particle size is
varied and the NMR spectra are determined. Within that representation, the
“same-lattice” and “same-ratio” setups are explored. The predicted NMR
spectra for the “same-lattice” and “same-ratio” systems for particle sizes of
6 to 16 lattice units are shown in Figure 3. With the parameters chosen, all

Figure 3: a) 19F NMR spectra of BF−
4 anions in the [BMI][BF4]/ACN system, in the “same-

lattice” 2-site configuration, for various particle sizes (in lattice units). The chemical
shifts of the in-pore (respectively bulk) species are set to a constant value of −7.2 ppm
(respectively 0 ppm). b) Same as a) but for the “same-ratio” 2-site configuration.

the NMR spectra show a single peak at variable positions and with different
linewidths.

The fraction of in-pore species and the effective exchange rates between in-
pore and bulk sites are given in Table 1. It is worth noting that the fraction
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of in-pore sites is not exactly 0.5 for cases where the particle diameter is
half of the lattice size, this is due to the spherical shape of the particle in
a discrete lattice. As expected the peak position, determined by the ratio
between in-pore and ex-pore species, is almost constant for the “same-ratio”
representation while it varies significantly for the “same-lattice” system. This
is clearly shown in Figure 4. Unsurprisingly, the peak positions determined
through the lattice model are in agreement with simple estimations based on
the ratio between in-pore and bulk species.

Same-lattice Same-ratio
Particle size fraction of kexc fraction of kexc

(lattice units) in-pore species (kHz) in-pore species (kHz)
6 0.11 57 0.53 255
7 0.17 75 0.52 213
8 0.26 99 0.51 190
9 0.37 127 0.53 172
10 0.52 157 0.52 157
11 0.66 144 0.52 141
12 0.79 120 0.52 127
13 0.89 89 0.52 120
14 0.95 56 0.52 111
15 0.98 21 0.52 105
16 0.99 7 0.52 97

Table 1: Fractions of in-pore sites and exchange rates for different particle sizes in the
“same-lattice” and “same-ratio” configurations (2-site model).

Figure 4 also shows the full widths at half maximum (FWHM) of the
NMR spectra calculated. The trends are very different for the “same-lattice”
and “same-ratio” systems. This is not surprising as the linewidth is expected
to depend both on the fractions of in-pore and bulk sites as well as the
exchange rates between these two types of sites. In the same-ratio case, the
ratio is almost constant but the larger the particle, the slower the exchange
rate (see Table 1). This is due to the fact that the larger the particle and the
lattice, the larger the volumes of in-pore and bulk regions. As a consequence,
the residence time of ions in each of these regions increases when the particle
size increases. In that case, the linewidth increases with the particle size as
the exchange rate brings the system closer to the coalescence frequency.
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Figure 4: Peak positions (a) and full widths at half maximum (b) for 19F NMR spectra
of BF−

4 anions in the [BMI][BF4]/ACN 2-site systems. The peak positions determined
using the lattice model are in agreement with simple estimations from the ratios between
in-pore and bulk sites.

For the “same-lattice” system, the FWHM as a function of particle size
shows a maximum for a particle size of 10. While this might seem intuitive
as it corresponds to the case where the fractions of in-pore and bulk sites
are almost equal, the exchange rates are also varying largely when the par-
ticle size increases. To see if the linewidth could be obtained with a simple
analytical model, we plot the linewidth as 8πp1p2∆ω

2/kexc as proposed by
Ramey et al. [42] and in agreement with the analytical model presented in
the Methods section. Results are shown in Figure 5.

While the linewidths obtained through the analytical model are in the
same range as those predicted by the lattice model, the actual values and
trend with particle size are noticeably different. In fact, this is not very
surprising as the analytical model only describes what happens in the case
of a single average exchange rate while the lattice model represents a vari-
ety of exchange rates. It is worth noting that the exchange rates given in
Table 1 also only correspond to instantaneous exchange rates happening in
the exchange region rather than effective average exchange rates across the
simulation.

Figure 6 illustrates this disparity between the lattice model and the ana-
lytical approach. In the case of the analytical model, the ions change envi-
ronment at each step and there is a single exchange rate. In the case of the
lattice model, the ions can experience a wide range of diffusion paths leading
to a distribution of exchange rates. Taking into account these considerations,
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Figure 5: a) Full widths at half maximum for the 2-site “same-lattice” lattice model and for
a comparative analytical model. b) Determination of the activation energy corresponding
to the coalescence point for a model equivalent to analytical approaches.

it is not surprising that these two models are giving very different results in
terms of linewidths.

It is possible to check that the lattice model does behave as expected with
respect to linewidth prediction by conducting simulations with a distribution
of sites corresponding to the analytical model. In the representation chosen,
corresponding to the top panel of Figure 6, the fraction of in-pore and ex-
pore sites are equal, each corresponding to half of the lattice. By varying the
activation energy, Ea, it is possible to tune the exchange rate and find the
coalescence point. The results of these simulations for ∆ω = 7.2 ppm are
shown in Figure 5.

Only one peak is observed for activation energies below approximately
9.3-9.4 kJ mol−1 (solid line) while two peaks of equal widths are seen for
activation energies above this value (dashed line). Each value of activation
energy corresponds to a given exchange rate:

kexc =
1

τ
× exp

(
− Ea

kBT

)
. (4)

For an activation energy of 9.4 kJ mol−1, a temperature of 298 K and τ equal
to 5 µs, kexc is equal to 4.5 kHz which is the coalescence rate expected from:

kcoal =
2π∆ω

2
√

2
(5)

in the case of 19F NMR in the considered system. This confirms that the
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Figure 6: Figure to illustrate the distribution of exchange rates corresponding to different
ion diffusion paths in the case of an analytical model (top panel) and the particle lattice
model (bottom panel). Ex-pore sites are in green while in-pore sites are in red. In the case
of the analytical model, the ions change environment at each step and there is a single
exchange rate. In the case of the lattice model, the ions can experience a wide range of
diffusion paths leading to a distribution of exchange rates.

lattice model predicts the linewidth correctly for simple cases, accessible
through an analytical model, but it also allows for the study of much more
complex systems.

3.2. Application of the mesoscopic model on a realistic carbon particle

The application of the lattice model on a 2-site example is useful to high-
light the effect of particle size in idealised systems. Nevertheless, in real
carbon particles, there is a distribution of pore sizes, and consequently a
variety of magnetic environments with a range of exchanges rates between
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them. This part focuses on the application of the lattice model to more real-
istic systems using a specific disordered carbon, GAP930 [40], generated in
silico but with characteristics close to some experimental carbons.

Figure 7: a) Pore size distribution considered for the particles in the realistic model
(corresponding to the GAP930 carbon generated by Deringer et al. [40]). b) Example of
chemical shift distribution for a particle of size 10 (the -7.2 ppm shift used in the 2-site
model is indicated for reference).

As described in the Methods section, the pore size distribution of the
carbon particle is taken identical to the one of GAP930 calculated through
Poreblazer [41]. The pore size distribution and resulting distribution of chem-
ical shifts across the particle are shown in Figure 7. The NMR spectra were
simulated for the “same-lattice” and “same-ratio” representations and results
are shown in Figure 8.

For the “same-ratio” configuration, there is only one peak for all particle
sizes studied and there is only a small drift of the peak position with the
particle size. It is worth noting that the peak position is very different for
the realistic and 2-site representations, respectively close to -0.1 ppm and
-3.8 ppm. Importantly, while the ratio between particle sites and bulk sites
is close to 1, the quantities are not the same in the realistic model. Indeed,
in the realistic representation, there are less ions in small pores than in large
bulk sites. As a consequence, it is not surprising that the peak is much closer
to zero.

The linewidth is also much smaller for the realistic model, approximately
0.1-0.2 ppm, compared to the 2-site model, approximately 1-6 ppm. The
variation of full width at half maximum with particle size is much less dra-
matic in the realistic representation, divided by around 2 between sizes 16
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Figure 8: 19F NMR spectra of BF−
4 anions in the BMI-BF4/ACN and GAP930 carbon

system for various particle sizes in a) the “same-lattice” configuration and b) the “same-
ratio” configuration. Note the difference in the x-axis scale for the two plots.

and 6, compared to the 2-site model, in which it is divided by around 10.
Overall, while the trends are the same between the two representations, the
results show that the 2-site model is too crude a representation to get a good
idea of the variation of NMR spectra with the particle size.

For the “same-lattice” configuration, some NMR spectra show one peak
while others show two (for particle sizes 14 and 15). The comparison between
the 2-site and the realistic models for the peak position and full width at half
maximum is shown in Figure 9. While the peak position varies smoothly in
the 2-site model, it is not varying much in the realistic model up to the point
where two peaks are observed. As for the “same-ratio” configuration, the
quantity of ions in the particle is smaller than in the bulk, explaining this
trend. The evolution of the full width at half maximum is also markedly
different for the two models.

The comparison between the realistic and 2-site models highlights the
necessity of representing different quantities of ions in the particle and in the
bulk, and the variety of chemical shifts, in order to predict NMR spectra
comparable with experiments.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we describe the implementation of a mesoscopic lattice
model to study the effect of particle size on the NMR spectra of species
adsorbed and diffusing in porous carbon materials. Distinct regions are de-
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Figure 9: Peak positions (a) and full widths at half maximum (b) for 19F NMR spectra
of BF−

4 anions in the [BMI][BF4]/ACN “same-lattice” systems.

fined to represent the bulk electrolyte and the electrolyte confined in the
carbon pores. This approach allows one to account for the in-pore/ex-pore
exchange in addition to the intra-pore exchange. Our investigations with a
2-site model underline that pre-existing analytical models for exchange be-
tween two chemically different environments are not sufficient to explain the
spectral features observed experimentally for the adsorbed species. This is
a direct consequence of the complex exchange processes present in the sys-
tem. The comparison between the 2-site and realistic models highlights the
importance of representing a range of magnetic environments and a range of
chemical exchange rates to predict NMR spectra in a realistic fashion. This
work opens the door to more precises NMR spectra prediction for specific
systems, allowing for a more detailed interpretation of experimental results.
The inclusion of several particles, with various sizes, is a possible perspective
of this study.
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